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Filter Bank Design and Subband Coding (Project 1 Report) Jusub Kim March/31/2003



ENEE624 Advanced Digital Signal Processing Instructor: Dr. Babis Papadopoulos



1 Introduction In this project, we start with 2 channel perfect reconstruction FIR QMF bank design with compression strategy. For the non-trivial PR FIR QMF design, we abandon H1(z)=H0(-z) condition. Instead, we design H0(z) so that it has a power symmetry property. After designing 2 channel PR FIR QMF bank, we explore the compression strategy. For transforming a signal to a digital form, we have to quantize the signal representing it as n-bits. The problem is that how many bits we should allocate to each output of analysis filter bank. At each output of the analysis filter bank, we need to allocate different number of bits because each output of the analysis filter bank has a different signal property(e.g. dynamic range). However, simultaneously, we need to consider reconstruction quality since as we use less bits, we lose more information of original signal. The key of the compression is to minimize the total number of bits for representing all the outputs of the analysis filter bank keeping reconstruction quality requirement. In this project, we use a greedy approach to handle the compression problem. In the second part of the project, we will explore the effectiveness of subband coding for lossy image compression. We will use four compression systems: 1) 2-channel PR FIR QMF bank, 2) 2-channel Uniform FIR QMF bank, 3) 3-channel PR FIR QMF bank, and 4) 2D PR FIR QMF bank. At each compression system, we will use the greedy approach to solve the bit allocation problem as in the first 1



part of the project. Also, we will investigate the effect of the optimized quantization method against the uniform quantization method. For the bit allocation problem, first, we need to define the criterion of good reconstruction quality somehow so that we stop the routine of allocating bits to each output of the analysis bank. We will use two ways of evaluating the reconstruction quality: quantitative and subjective. For the quantitative evaluation, we use the SNR(Signal to Noise Ratio) while for the subjective evaluation, we use a 7-level impairment scale. Also, we discuss how the quantitative and subjective evaluation are related. The rest of the report is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses PR FIR QMF bank design. Subband coding for image compression is addressed in Section 3. At each part of the report, if necessary, we will give matlab functions so that anyone can see the results on a screen also. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.



2 Perfect Reconstruction FIR QMF Bank Design In this section, we design a two-channel perfect reconstruction FIR QMF filter bank as shown in Figure 1, and try to compress the output signal of the analysis bank by quantization. We will quantize it with two methods: Uniform quantizer and Optimized quantizer by the Lloyd-max method and discuss the difference. Also, for the problem of allocating number of bits to each output of the analysis bank, we will present a greedy approach.



Figure 1: Two-channel QMF bank



2.1 Design of a 2-channel QMF (a) Our first system to be designed is as follows. 1) All FIR filters, 2) H0(z): Lowpass with 3) Perfect reconstruction.



 and Æ =0.01, 2



Figure 2: Zeros of H(z)(left) and H0(z)(right) with Æ



.



The relation in the system in Figure 1 is given by,



  



                    



(1) (2)



First, to be free from the aliasing, we need to set F0(z)=H1(-z) and F1(z)=H0(-z) eliminating the effect of X(-z). If we want H1(z) to be H0(-z) as in the typical two-channel QMF bank design, we end up with trivial FIR filters of 2 taps as we saw in the class. Hence, we abandon the condition H1(z)=H0(-z). Instead, we design H0(z) so that it has a power symmetric property as follows.



          







 , we get a perfect reconstruction propThen, if we set           when N is odd. For the design of power symmetric erty     filter H0(z), our first step is to design a Half band filter G(z) having the property G(z)+G(-z)=1. The half band filter can be achieved by constraining the bandedge to be such that    and the peak ripples in the pass band and the stop band to be identical. After getting the half band filter G(z), we define H(z)=G(z)+Æ since we need        . Finally, we compute a 3



Figure 3: Magnitude Response of   (lowpass) and   (highpass) . with Æ spectral factor H0(z) of the filter H(z). This can be done by computing zeros of H(z) and assigning a proper set of them to H0(z). We choose the zeros inside of and on the unit circle to get a minimum phase filter H0(z). The function for the design of power symmetric H0 and the other filter H1,F0, and F1 is the following. My matlab function [h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K]=designPrFirQmf(ws,ds) ws: stop band edge of H0(z) ds: ripple magnitude of stop band of H0(z) N,K: delay and scaling factor in PR We first set ws=0.6 and ds=0.01. Figure 2 shows zeros of H(z) and H0(z) and Figure 3 shows the power symmetric filter    and    which is obtained by the above process. We get N=23 order filter h0(n). To verify the PR condition, we test the designed system with the supplied signal xa with the following function. We get zero mean square error(   ) which shows perfection reconstruction.
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My matlab function [mse,snr,y]=prFirQmf(x,h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K) x: original signal y: reconstructed signal mse: mean square error snr: signal to noise power ratio



Figure 4: Zeros of H(z)(left) and H0(z)(right) with Æ



.



2.2 Design of a 2-channel QMF (b) We repeat the process for Æ . After the same process as in the previous section, we get the H0 and H1 as shown in Figure 5 with zeros shown in Figure 4. We obtained N=37 order h0(n). Again, we test the obtained system with the supplied signal xa and get zero mean square error also which means perfect reconstruction. We can see that more taps are needed in h0(n) to get a better filter.



2.3 Compression Strategy Now, we consider compressing a signal using the above system. Before we explore compression strategy, we need to keep in mind two constraints: 1) Meet SNR requirement, 2) Minimize total number of bits. In other words, our task is 5



Figure 5: Magnitude Response of   (lowpass) and   (highpass) . with Æ to minimize the total number of bits keeping reconstruction quality which is measured by SNR(Signal to Noise Ratio). Each output of the decimated analysis filter bank is quantized. We can select a proper quantizer at each subband. Then, we have to distribute the bits among subbands such that the overall distortion meets some requirement minimizing the total number of bits. We present a greedy approach for this bit distribution problem. As shown in Figure 6, we start with an arbitrary initial bit distribution which can be viewed as the minimum number of bits. Then we find a subband for which next lower bit rate quantizer gives largest increase of total SNR per unit increase of total number of bits. For this, we need to check as many times as the number of subbands. Once we select a subband, then we allocate one bit more to the subband and repeat this until we reach a desired SNR requirement. At this approach, it is based on the belief that optimal choice at each moment leads to the global optimum, i.e., minimum number of bits. On the other hand, we need to select a quantizer also. We first start with the Uniform quantizer which quantizes the signal with an uniform interval. Then, we use the optimum mean square quantizer(Lloyd-Max). Now, we will compress each of the supplied signal x1[n] and x2[n]. We can see that x1[n] has more highpass signal than x2[n] in Figure 7. First, we design the QMF bank of ws=0.6 and ds=0.01 as in the section 2.1. Then, we find the optimal bit distribution using the greedy algorithm. With the Uniform quantizer and SNR 100(desired in the project), the corresponding Matlab function is as 6



Set initial bit distribution (which is minimum)



Find a subband for which next lower bit rate quantizer gives the largest increase of SNR per unit increase of total number of bits.



Assign one bit more to the subband



NO SNR>desired YES EXIT Figure 6: Greedy bit distribution algorithm. follows. My matlab function [n1,n2,snr,y]=greedyAllocate(x,h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K,presnr); n1: Number of bit allocated at subband 1 n1: Number of bit allocated at subband 2 We obtained n1:6, n2:5, and SNR:162 via above process in x1[n] while n1:6, n2:4, and SNR:211 in x2[n]. As we expected, we needed more bit in highpass band at x1[n]. The obtained bit distribution is the minimum number of bits satisfying SNR 100 at each test signal. Compression gain is given by
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Figure 7: Frequency response of the Test signal x1[1](above) and x2[n](below). We get the compression gain in each signal as follows. 



 



        



             



However, instead of the simple Uniform quantizer, we can optimize our quantizer in the mean square sense(the Lloyd-Max quantizer). This quantizer minimizes the mean square error for a given number of quantization levels. Let u be a real scalar random variable with a probability density function P(u). It is desired to find the decision level  and the reconstruction levels  for an L-level quantizer such that the mean square error
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is minimized. The following function tries to find the bit distribution with the Lloyd-Max quantizer. My matlab function [n1,n2,snr,y,partition1,partition2,codebook1,codebook2]=greedyAllocateLLoyds (x,h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K,presnr) partition: an array of decision level codebook: an array of reconstruction level With the Lloyd-max quantizer, we obtained n1:5, n2:4, and SNR:276 in x1[n] while n1:5, n2:4, and SNR:355 in x2[n]. The total number of bits is reduced by 2 and 1 at each x1[n] and x2[n] signal by the quantizer optimization. Compression 8



gain is given by



 















             



We get the compression gain in both signal as follows.



                 As we see in the Figure 7, there are more energy in lowpass band which naturally leads to allocate more bits to the lowpass band in both test signals.



3 Subband Coding for Image Compression In this second part of the project, we explore the effectiveness of subband coding for lossy image compression. In the following four systems, we will use the same technique as in the previous section to distribute bits. Also, in the first system of this part, we will try two quantizers: the Uniform quantizer and the Lloyd-Max quantizer to see how much the optimized quantizer improves the compression. Then, in the rest of the three systems, we will use only the Lloyd-Max quantizer with the Greedy bit allocation algorithm. In the image compression, reconstruction quality can be measured in two ways: quantitatively and subjectively. While for the quantitative evaluation we use SNR as in the previous section, we use 7level impairment scale for the subjective evaluation as is shown in Table 1. At each system, clearly our task is to minimize the total number of bits for representing the original signal keeping acceptable reconstruction quality. Impairment Scale Not noticeable (1) Just noticeable (2) Definitely noticeable but only slight impairment (3) Impairment not objectionable (4) Somewhat objectionable (5) Definitely objectionable (6) Extremely objectionable (7) Table 1: Impairment Scale
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3.1 PR FIR QMF bank We start with the PR FIR QMF bank which is introduced in the previous section. We design H0(z) of ws=0.6 and ds=0.01 which comes out with N=23 order by the method given in the previous section. Then we verify its PR condition with three images: lena, house, lighthouse as follows



          ! !    " ; We get zero mean square error(    ) in all the three images which means perfect reconstruction. Now, we explore the compression strategy in each of the three images. First we apply the Uniform quantizer with the greedy bit allocation algorithm to the lena image as follows.



      #   ! !    " 



We start with SNR=100, which means we try to find the bit distribution contributing the minimum total number of bits keeping SNR 100(= 40dB). We get n1:5, n2:4, and SNR:211 by the above function. We can see the result by a following function. My matlab function showIm(x,y,N,K) x: original image y: reconstructed image N,K: delay and scaling factor We can compare the original image and reconstructed image by eyes and rate the reconstructed quality by the impairment scale. In the above design, we obtain Figure 8 and rate it as Definitely objectionable (6). We repeat the above process at an increased SNR. We rate the reconstructed image obtained at SNR=670 with n1=6 and n2=4 as Impairment not objectionable (4) which is shown in Figure 9. We increase SNR more to get a better reconstruction. At SNR=1507, we obtain Figure 10 with n1=7 and n2=4 and rate it as Just noticeable (2). At the last design. we get compression gain as follows. 







         



   



 



Now, we apply the Lloyd-Max quantizer. Since optimization takes a long time, we obtain partition and codebook at each subband using a sample of the original 10



Figure 8: Definitely objectionable(Lena) at SNR=211, Compression gain=1.77



Figure 9: gain=1.6



Impairment not objectionable(Lena) at SNR=670, Compression



Figure 10: Just noticeable(Lena) at SNR=1507, Compression gain=1.45 11



Figure 11: Not noticeable(Lena) at SNR=4150, Compression gain=1.77 image as a training image. ’simg’ has a smaller version of lena, house, and lighthouse image.



                ! !    " 



# $$



Then we get a real SNR in the original image by the following function. My matlab function [mse,snr,y]=lloydsPrFirQmf(x,h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K,partition1,partition2, codebook1,codebook2) x: original image y: reconstructed image We obtained n1:5 ,n2:4 at SNR=4150. Figure 11 shows the result and we rate it as Not noticeable (1). The compression gain is,







   



                  



Obviously, using optimized quantizer, we achieved the better perceptual result with much less total number of bits(higher compression gain). In house image, we repeat the same process. We obtained n1:6, n2=4 at SNR=190 with the Uniform quantizer. Figure 12 shows the result and we rate 12



Figure 12: Just noticeable(House) at SNR=190, Compression gain=1.6



Figure 13: Just noticeable(House) at SNR=677, Compression gain=2.28
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it as Just noticeable (2). The compression gain is 1.6. Then, using the Lloyd-Max quantizer, we obtained n1:4, n2:3 at SNR=677 . Figure 13 shows the result and we rate it as Just noticeable also. The compression gain is 2.28. House image consists of much more high frequency signal than lena image. In this image, we achieved the similar perceptual level of reconstruction quality as in the lena with much less SNR. From this, we can observe the following facts: 1) SNR does not necessarily match subjective evaluation across different images. 2) Subjective evaluation depends more on the distortion of low frequency signal than high frequency signal. Thus, house image that has more high frequency signal allowed less bits to gain the good reconstruction quality.



Figure 14: Just noticeable(LightHouse) at SNR=997, Compression gain=1.33 As the last test image, we use the lighthouse image. We obtained n1:7, n2:5 at SNR=997 with the Uniform quantizer. Figure 14 shows the result and we rate it as Just noticeable (2). The compression gain is 1.33. Then, using the Lloyd-Max quantizer, we obtained n1:5, n2:4 at SNR=2360 . Figure 15 shows the result and we rate it as Just noticeable also. The compression gain is 1.77. Again, we confirmed that the Lloyd-Max quantizer clearly outperform the Uniform quantizer. We achieved the same perceptual quality with higher compression gain using the Lloyd-Max quantizer. Also, we see that more bits are needed when an image consists of more low frequency signal. Clearly, the lighthouse image has a sky 14



Figure 15: Just noticeable(LightHouse) at SNR=2360, Compression gain=1.77 image(low frequency signal) in the upper part of the image and its reconstruction quality dominates human perceptual evaluation.



3.2 Uniform DFT bank We explore the subband compression for a two-channel decimated uniform DFT bank. When H0(z) has linear phase with N(odd) order and H1(z)=H0(-z), F0(z)=H1(z), and F1(z)=-H0(-z), the relation in Figure 1 is given by



  







 



             



We design linear phase H0(z) so as to make the amplitude distortion of the overall system as small as possible while preserving the lowpass and linear-phase characteristics of H0(z). Systematic optimization techniques for designing this kind of filter have been developed by Johnston[1]. He gives some prototype filters. We use one prototype filter among them which has 16taps and stop band rejection 60dB. Following function is for this Uniform DFT bank design. My matlab function [uh0,uh1,uf0,uf1,uN,uK]=designUniFirQmf uN,uK: delay and scaling factor 15



We can verify how accurate this system reconstruct the original signal by



        ! !      " 



We get 0.0016, 0.0047 and 0.0027 mean square error at each of lena, house, and lighthouse image. Now, we explore the compression strategy at each image. In the rest of the report, we will use only the Lloyd-Max quantizer which clearly outperforms the uniform quantizer. We start with lena image by



            # $$  ! !      "           ! !      "       We obtained n1:5, n2:4 at SNR=4410 . Figure 16 shows the result and we rate it as Not noticeable(1). The compression gain is 1.77. Note that we rate the image which is reconstructed by the PR FIR QMF bank with the same bit allocation as the same perceptual level(Not Noticeable).



Figure 16: Not noticeable (Lena) at SNR=4410,Compression gain=1.77 We repeat the process in house image. We obtained n1:4, n2:3 at SNR=657. Figure 17 shows the result and we rate it as Just Noticeable (2). The compression gain is 2.28. In lighthouse image, we obtained n1:5, n2:4 at SNR=2500. Figure 18 shows the result and we rate it as Just Noticeable (2). The compression gain is 1.77. Above experiments show that we obtained the same quality image in a 16



Figure 17: Just noticeable(House) at SNR=657, Compression gain=2.28



Figure 18: Just noticeable(Lighthouse) at SNR=2500, Compression gain=1.77
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perceptual sense as in the PR FIR QMF bank with the same compression gain but with less tap(N=15) of filter H0(z).



3.3 Three-channel Nonuniform PR Bank In this part, we develop three-channel FIR filter bank by splitting the lowpass signal output of a two-channel analysis bank via another two-channel analysis filter bank. For both banks, we use the same PR FIR QMF bank as designed in the section 3.1. First, we check the PR condition by, My matlab function [mse,snr,y]=pr3FirQmf(x,h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K) x: original image y: reconstructed image We get zero mean square error(    ) in all the three images. Now, we explore compression strategy. Again we use the Lloyd-Max quantizer with the Greedy bit allocation algorithm in the below. My matlab function [n1,n2,n3,snr,y,partition1,partition2,partition3, codebook1,codebook2,codebook3]= greedyAllocateLLoyds3(x,h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K,presnr) x: original image y: reconstructed image Again, we use a smaller version of the original images for training purpose. After getting codebook and partition information, we verify the SNR by the below function. My matlab function [mse,snr,y]=lloydsPr3FirQmf (x,h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K,partition1,partition2,partition3,codebook1,codebook2,codebook3) x: original image y: reconstructed image When seeing the result, we should be careful in delay and scaling factor because in this three-channel case, delay is three times N and scaling factor is
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squared in the reconstructed signal. (So, if you want to see the reconstructed result, you can use the function ’!%&      "  ’ to compensate delay and scaling effect.) In lena, We obtained n1:6, n2:3 ,and n3:3 at SNR=2870. Figure 19 shows the result and we rate it as Not Noticeable (1). The compression gain is given by







   







   



                    



Figure 19: Not noticeable (Lena) at SNR=2870,Compression gain=2.13 In house, We obtained n1:6, n2:3 ,and n3:2 at SNR=396. Figure 20 shows the result and we rate it as Just Noticeable (2). The compression gain is 2.45. In lighthouse, We obtained n1:5, n2:3 ,and n3:3 at SNR=471. Figure 21 shows the result and we rate it as Just Noticeable (2). The compression gain is 2.28. As we see above, we achieved the same perceptual reconstruction quality as in the 2-channel PR FIR QMF bank in all the three images with a higher compression gain(less total number of bits) by dividing lowpass band two times.



3.4 2D Subband Coding In this part, 1D subband coding scheme is extended to 2D: Each row of the image is separated via 1D two-channel subband coding to its low and high frequency components. Then, by viewing the two collections of the lowpass and highpass 19



Figure 20: Just noticeable(House) at SNR=396, Compression gain=2.45



Figure 21: Just noticeable(Lighthouse) at SNR=471, Compression gain=2.28
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row signals as two separate collections of column signals, we can apply 1D subband coding of each column via a two-channel QMF bank into its highpass and lowpass column-wise signals. It is shown in Figure 22 and 23.



Figure 22: Analysis Bank of 2D subband coding



Figure 23: Synthesis Bank of 2D subband coding Figure 24 shows an example of analysis in 2D subband coding which is obtained by the matlab functions in the below. We verify the designed system’s PR condition using three images. We get zero mean square error in all the three images. Now, we explore the compression strategy. We also use the Lloyd-Max quantizer using the Greedy algorithm in the below with a small training image. 21



Figure 24: An example of 2D subband coding analysis
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My matlab function [mse,snr,y]=prFirQmf2D(x,h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K) x: original image y: reconstructed image My matlab function [n1,n2,n3,n4,snr,y,partition1,partition2,partition3,partition4, codebook1,codebook2,codebook3,codebook4]=greedyAllocateLLoyds2D (x,h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K,presnr) x: original image y: reconstructed image After we get partitions and codebooks, we find real SNR using the following function. My matlab function [mse,snr,y]=lloydsPrFirQmf2D(x,h0,h1,f0,f1,N,K, partition1,partition2,partition3,partition4,codebook1,codebook2,codebook3,codebook4) x: original image y: reconstructed image In lena, we obtained n1:6, n2:3, n3:3 ,and n4:2 at SNR=3030. Figure 25 shows the result and we rate it as Not Noticeable (1). The compression gain is given by







   







   







                       



   



In house, We obtained n1:6, n2:3, n3:3 and n4:1 at SNR=368. Figure 26 shows the result and we rate it as Just Noticeable (2). The compression gain is 2.45. In lighthouse, We obtained n1:5, n2:3, n3:2 and n4:1 at SNR=389. Figure 27 shows the result and we rate it as Just Noticeable (2). The compression gain is 2.90. To sum up all the results so far, Table 2 shows the obtained compression gains at the same perceptual reconstruction level of each image. As seen in the Table 2, we get higher compression gains by dividing an original signal into more subbands and encoding each subband’s output. Also, if we lower acceptable image fidelity, then we get higher compression gains as well. In addition, from the experiment, we see that an image which has more low frequency 23



Figure 25: Not noticeable (Lena) at SNR=3030,Compression gain=2.28



Figure 26: Just noticeable(House) at SNR=368, Compression gain=2.45
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Figure 27: Just noticeable(Lighthouse) at SNR=389, Compression gain=2.90 Lena House Lighthouse Perceptual Quality Not Noticeable Just Noticeable Just Noticeable Two Channel 1D PR FIR QMF 1.77 2.28 1.77 Two Channel Uniform DFT 1.77 2.28 1.77 Three Channel 1D PR FIR QMF 2.13 2.45 2.28 2D PR FIR QMF 2.28 2.45 2.90 Table 2: Compression gain comparison region needs more bits to keep the reconstruction quality, however, increasing the number of subbands, we can increase the compression gain as much as the high frequency dominated image, which is the virtue of the subband coding.



4 Concluding Remarks In this project, we designed a two-channel perfect reconstruction FIR QMF filter bank, a two-channel uniform DFT filter bank, a three-channel PR FIR bank and finally a 2D PR FIR filter bank. At each system, we explored the effectiveness of the subband coding using the sample images and signal. We evaluated the reconstructed images quantitatively(SNR) and perceptually(Impairment Scale). For bit allocation problem, we used a greedy algorithm. In all the cases, more bits are allocated to the low frequency band. Experiments showed us that human perceptual 25



evaluation depends more on low frequency signal’s distortion, which explains why low frequency dominated images need more bits to keep reconstruction quality compared to high frequency dominated images. SNR does not necessarily match the perceptual quality across different images. Keeping the same perceptual image fidelity, we needed less bits by dividing original signal into more subbands. In our project, the highest compression gain is achieved at the 2D subband coding. In future, while we used the optimized PCM quantizer in this project, we will be able to obtain more compression gain using Differential PCM at lowpass band since low frequency signal has much more correlation and encoding just the prediction error will clearly reduce the required number of bits.
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